
NA4 - A4 EcoNotebook

Thanks to its water-resistant and tear-proof paper, the EcoNotebook is
infinitely reusable! A4 notebook is made in Europe.

Use the erasable pen provided to take your notes. When you want to
erase your pages, you have three options:

Use your pen eraser to make corrections or erase small
passages
Use the provided cleaner spray to moisten your pages and wipe
them quickly
Or use a hair dryer to erase several pages at once!

You can choose your types of cover and personalization: pantone (soft-
touch cover) or with laser marking (PU leather cover).

You can choose your cover and customization option:

Soft-touch cover (CT or PM) with offset customization on 4
covers
PU-leather cover with laser printing on front cover (or embossed
printing as an option)

Everything is included: erasable pen, cleaning spray, customization,
and reusable storage pouch made of recycled cotton.

printing in
France

made in France print without ink

 

Technical specifications
Product dimensions: 20,8 x 29,3 x 0,4 cm (closed)
Format: A4
Notebook of 48 reusable pages (24 sheets)
Sheet thickness: 120 µ or 90 g (equivalent to a traditional 110 g paper)
Made in France, in Mougins
Flexible and tear-proof paper made of recyclable synthetic material
100% recyclable notebook
Three types of cover:

PU leather with laser engraving
Soft-Touch PEFC Cardboard (thickness 365 microns) with pantone customization
Soft-Touch Premium in PET 100% recyclable (thickness 540 microns) with pantone customization
Customs code: 39261000

Lifetime warranty
Customs code: 39261000

The A4 Econotebook is provided with an erasable pen, an adhesive pen holder, a wipe and a spray.

Printing
Recommendations for pantone covers (CT and PM):

To ensure optimal quality, be sure to vectorize all elements (logo, text, QR code) before sending. Al formats or editable
PDF files on Illustrator are the most suitable.
If certain elements cannot be vectorized, such as a photo for example, make sure to provide them to us in optimal
quality (300 dpi).
Perfect color match when printed digitally, please provide CMYK materials.
When the cover contains a design on the edges, it is imperative to provide a bleed of 1.5 m on each side. For plain
covers, 3mm bleed is ideal.

For PU leather covers, please provide us with vectorized logo.

Printing zones:

Offset printing on cover (download the HD layout below) – 208 x 293 mm
Laser printing on PU cover (open positioning) – 80 x 50 mm



Packaging
The notebook is delivered in a reusable cotton pouch with two accessories : erasable gel pen and eraser spray.
Dimensions of cotton pouch: 25 x 33 cm
Unit weight of pantone gift set: 290 g
Unit weight of PU-leather gift set: 500 g
Number of units per carton: 35
Carton dimensions: 45.0 × 35.0 × 35.0 cm
Carton weight: 15.8 kg
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